Novice A (9 entered, 3 qualified)
1, 183, Whirlwind Pixie Dust, Je
2, 181, D’Bordaire Little Star, JE
3, 174, Binewoods Taratula Azul

Novice B (19 entered, 12 qualified, 2 ab)
1, 195, High in Trial, Jansim Disco Midge
2, 191.5, Whirlwind Call Me Moriah, JE
3, 189.5, Scentisble Silhome Tate, SE, MX, MXJ
4, 189+, (winner of run off for 4th) Ch./MACH binewood Glencoe Ture Thomas, ME, CD

Open A (10 entered, 1 qualified)
1, 180, Ch. Scentsible Munificent Murdoch, CD, OA

Open B (2 entered, 1 qualified)
1, 194.5, Sunkist Saint He Ain’t CDX

Utility A (3 entered, 0 qualified)

Utility B (1 entered)
1, 194.5, Ch. Tyneside Tantara, VCD2, UDX, AX, AXJ, ME

Nonregular Classes, judge Elizabeth Chase

Brace (2 braces entered)
1, 3874, Dugmore Sweet Charity, CD and Dugmore Molly M
2, 377.5, High Dyke Tabasco, CDX, OA and Foxmoore Rain Delay, CD

Veterans (3 entered, none younger than 11)
1, 187, Dugmore Cricket, CD
2, 182.5, Ch.Jansim Dandylion, CD, SE
3, 175, Ch.Rohan Shady Autumn Night Eft, CDX

Teams, Judges, Mike Calhoun and Elizabeth Chase

(5 teams)
1. Ch. tyneside Tantara, VCD2, UDX, AX, AXJ, ME; Ch.Moorlyns Otter B A Dandy, VSD2, AX, AXJ, ME; Hideaway’s Emmitt OItter, CD, MX, MXJ, SE; Teaberry’s Kona Expresso, MX, MXJ, ME
2. MACH Sunkist Kruz’n A Blue Streak, CD, SE; Ch. My-Dals Miss Fit of Sukist, CD, OA, OAJ; Ch. Sunkist Desert Dandy, CD, AX, AXJ, ME; Sunkist Twice As Nice, CD, OA, OAJ, SE; Sunkist Simply Simon, CD, OA, OAJ, ME
3. High Dyke Tabasco, CDX, OA; Foxmoore Rain Delay, CD; Ch. Rohan Shady Autumn Night Eft, CDX; Ch. MACH binewood Glencoe True Thomas, ME, CD
4. Ch.MACH 4 Hideaways Ocimum Basilicum, VCD1, TDX, JE; Harriet’s Bella, JE; Ch.Wildwood Blue Dahlia, OA, OAJ, JE; Josanah’s Joyful Encore, CD, OA, OAJ, ME